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1. Introduction
The physical modeling of time-dependent dielectric

breakdown(IDDB) in uluathin gate oxides is one of key issues for
scaling cf MOSFETs. For gate oxides thinner than 5rnn, suress-indud
leakage cunen(SltC) appean under mnstant cunent or volhge sfress.
Further sfiess causes a dramatic jump of the hrnnel cunent, resulting
in soft breakdown(SBD) t 1 -2.

In this paper it is shown that the transition from SII,C to SBD
occurs when the oxide electric field r€aches a critical value independent
of oxide thickness. Also, the time to soft breakdown is kept iilentical
regardless oxide thicknesses when the same sfiess electric field is
appliedtooxides.An analytic model to explain theobnerved results is
presented

Z Experimental
MOS capacitors were fabricated on pSi(100) substrates wittr

LOCOS structures. Si wafers were cleaned bv an
NH+OH:HzOz:HzO=0.15:3:7 solution at 80'C for 10 min.
luprygygntly the surfaces were terminated with hydrogen in a
0JVoHF+lVoHzOz solution to minimize ihe surface
microroughnessl8]. The gate oxides with thicknesses from Z.S tfr
4.9nm were grown at 850'C in dry G2, and n+poly-Si gates were
formed Elechn injection fiom the poly-Si gate was employed for
mnstant cunent or voltage sffi ssing.

3. ResultsandDiscusdur
3.1 Time-kro Dielectrb Soft Brul<down

In order to measure a critical oxide electric field at which the
tumel cunentjtnnps fiom_SltC to SBD tlre gate voltage was ramped
up and down at a rate of 40mV/sec to themaximum which was
inmased by Zomv step foreach cycle of voltage scan. The measured
cunent venus oxide voltage curves are shown in Fig. 1, where Voxi
indicates the oxide voltage conesponding to the onset of sIIC, and
voxc refers tothe critical oxide voltagetocausethe softbreakdown.
As shown in Fig. z,thesoft breakdown field defined by EoxeVoxc/
Tox, where Tox is the oxide thickness, is in the narrow ranee 10.7-
11.0MV/cm for 3.54.9nm oxides. This suggests that there-exists a
critical oxide field sfiength at which the soft-breakdown is uiggered
sllc and sBD have sofar brenexplained byformation of a permlation
path via oxide baps generaled by volAge or current sUreis[9-l1] or
formation of a localized conductive path in SiOz[2,3]. In Fig. 3 the
measured ttlmel cunent after dielectric degradation is mmpared with
the calculafd result derived fiom a proposed model (Fig. 4l which is

A-10-2

based on our prcvious model[3] and modified by percolation path
models[9-l1]. At the final stage of SII,C the conductive region is
formedwithin l.2nmfromthe SiOz/Si interfaoe where strained Si-G
Si bonds due to strong compressive stress could become defect
pecunors[2,13]. The total areaof zuchconductive rcglon S1=)Si
as schematically shown in Frg. 4(a) ranges from -SVo to -lWo of thd
gate areaas shown in Fig. 5(a), indicating that rather homogercous
defect creation occurs during stress. Further increase of oxide field
towards Eoxc dramatically enhances the rate of bond breaking[l4]
and the localized percolation path or conductive path is formed at a
particular site as shown in Fig. 4(b), resulting in the cunentjump to
SBD. Two interesting features in SBD are drawn from the result of
Fig. 5(b). The areal size of the conductive path Sp is two order of
magnitude smaller than Sr and tends to saturate around 8D60nm2 as
Tox decreases to 3.5nm, indicating that SBD is spatially localized
breakdown process. The other important is that the remaining oxide
thickness tox above the mnductive path is kept unchanged at 1.7nm
hause the SBDcunentcan be susained bydirectnrnneling through
the 1.7nm ttrick oxide with an area of 51 without inducing thermal
breakdown Note that in the percolation path model the conduction
between two neighbor traps becomes possible when the mutual
distance is close to 1nm[91.
3.2 Time-Depenfuru Delectric Soft Breal<down

Funlpr insights in the dielecnic degradation mechanism can be
obtained by time-dependent soft breakdown measurements.
McPherson and Mogul[14] have popos€d the thermochemical E
model todesqibeTDDB, in which weakbonding states in SiOz can
be hoken by ftermal adivation pocess through stong dipolar mrpling
of intrinsic defects with local elecnic field They have shown th* ttrc
time to failtre is determined by the oxide elecnic field In oder to test
this idea theconstantcunent sfiess was applied tlz.s4.gnnoxides
by keeping the oxide electric field at 10.5MV/crn which is smaller
than the critical oxide field Eoxc or tirne-zero SBD field as determined
in Fig. 2. As shown in Fig.6 the tunnel current under stress or the
mnesponding gate voltage remains unchanged until SBD orcun. The
time to SBD obtainedfrom the Weibull plot 507otssn is shown in
Hg.7 together with the charge to soft breakdowrl 507oQ5sp as a
function of Tox. It is interesting to note that tgsp is near{y independent
of oxide thickness. Namely, underthe constant stress cunentJ5l at
the identical oxide field sfiength the soft breakdown of fresh oxides
occurs after the identical time tgsp regardless oxide thicknesses. In
other words the constant field stress gives the identical time to soft
breakdown On the other hand QssFJsrxtssn oscillates when Tox
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Ftg. 2 Weihrll plots as a ftrnction of the soft breakdown odde field Eoxc
for MOS diodes with different oxide thicknesses.

Fig. 1 Tunnel current vs. oxide voltage for a capacitor with rox=4.ftirn.
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Ee. 3 Measuredhrurel currentand calculated nrnnel currentfortlre MOS- capacitorwhichappearedinEg. 1.
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Fie.4 Schematic illusffation to explain formation of the conductive
reglon S; which induces SIIC(a) and formation of the conductive
pattr Sl"wtrich leads to soft breakdown(b).

STRESS TIME t$ [secl
Ee. 6 Applied voltage as a function of shess time under constant cunent

stidssing at ariidentical oxide field at 10.5MV/cm.
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Hg. 5 The remaining oxide thickness tox existing above the localized- 
conducting region obtained from measured I-V curves for SILC
(a) and SH'n t6l plotted as a function of oxide thickness Tox. 51
and Sl were calculated fiom the measured SII-C and SBD current.
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Frg.l 507otgsp and 507oQgsp to cause soft breakdown are plotted as a- function of oxide thickness. Also, the stress current Jsr at
Eox= 10.5MV/cm is plotted.
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